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Abstract

In our society, schools place a high value on the dominant middle-class approach to becoming literate
in that they expect all children arrMng at school to be familiar with books and to bc able to discuss
stories as children from mainstream families do. However, community use of printed materials varies,
resulting in a large number of non-mainstream children deemed at risk for school failure at an early age.

A study was conducted to examine the effects of including shared book reading activities in an urban
preschool program that identifies at-risk children through assessment of child and family factors. The
year-long intervention supplemented the regular program with w xkly classroom reading and sharing
of simple books, use of book topics for writing and dramatic play, and shared book reading by parents
and their children in the home

The study used a quasi-experimental, control design with multiple converging measures of children's
knowledge of language and literacy constructs and parent questionnaire responses. Multivariatc and
univariate analyses revealed that literacy development can be fostered through the incorporation of
shared book reading. Pre and posttest comparisons also revealed that at-risk children can make
substantial growth in language development, print concept awareness, letter knowledge, writing, and
reading abilities.
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SHARED BOOK READING IN AN EARLY START PROGRAM
FOR AT-RISK CHILDREN

There is increasing evidence that children from socioculturally diverse homes in the United States are
at risk for school failure (Anderson & Stokes, 1984; Heath, 1983; Tea le, 1986), in part because our
schools place a high value on the dominant middle-class approach to becoming literate. Teachers often
expect all school children to be able to participate in book reading discussions in a similar manner and
to have experienced similar literacy events and practices with tbeir parents. Yet, because families do
not engage in identical literacy practices or interact with their children in the same ways, children come
to school with varying knowledge about literacy and varying interest in its acquisition.

How might our public schools best meet the needs of children with diverse backgrounds and
dispositions? One hypothesis is that early and intensive exposure to literacy will lead children to a
greater awareness of and interest in reading and writing. However, little is known about how to identify
children who might benefit from early literacy experiences in a school setting, how such a program ought
to be organized, or what the possible long-term benefits might be. This study was undertaken to
determine the effectiveness of early and intensive exposure of children to materials designed to promote
emergent reading, in a language- and literacy-focused program for at-risk preschoolers.

The study evolved from a serie -. of studies (Mason, McCormick, & Bhavnagri, 1986; McCormick &
Mason, 1986; 1989a) in which the use of easy-to-recite Little Books has been shown to match young
children .. interest in print and to have a positive impact on the early reading skills of children who
typically do not prosper under the systematic basal reading instruction in school. In these studies,
simple, short stories were constructed to provide obvious connections between spoken and printed words
so that 4- and 5-year-old children could readily learn to recite the books. These materials were
developed in the context of Mason's (1980) developmental model of early reading. In this model Mason
proposes a first level of reading development in which t_hdi en recognize print by using the intent of
a message within the context of signs and labels. At this time children belin to recognize and name
letters but do not use letter information to learn or remember words. At ,..ording to Venezky (1975),
knowledge of letter names faciiitates the process of reading by making the letkrs immediately familiar.
Ehri (1984) argues letter names give identifiable referents with which to associate phonemes. This initial
loci of understanding is followed by a second level of reading development in which children become
aware that letters signal particular sounds and that these phonetic sounds, usually beginning with initial
consonants, can be heard in words and used as cues for word recognition.

Children who have not experienced informal literacy activities that are compatible with the first level
of reading may bc. at risk for failure if they receive the typical reading instruction in kindergarten and
first grade emphasizing activ:ties that match the second level of development. Walsh, Price and
Gillingham (1988) found letter naming knowledge (Level I knowledge in K.son's hierarchy) varied
widely in the' middle of kindergarten and letter naming :-.:Ted was strongly related to later progress in
reading. The Little Books are materials to be used in activities appropriate for children at II first level
of early reading in that they offer a meaningful, context-supported introLaction to print which allows
aP children successful opportunities to view and appreciate print and to behave like a reader (Mason
& McCormick, 1981).

In the McCormick and Mason (1989a) study, a Head Start program in a small midwestern city was
supplemented with d Little Book Program. Half of the groups read and discussed six Litt, ooks in
school. These books w...re then mailed to thc children at home, and another set of six little books were
mailed during the kineergarten year. The remaining groups received a similar amount of small group
discussion time and .4n r ,uivalent number of pieces through the mail. Results at the end of the Head
Start year showed that the children receiving Little Books readily learned to recite the text and that
these children often "read" the Little Books at home, frequently insolving their families in their use.
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These children also showed geater interest at home in telling and hearing stories, trying to print, and
trying to read than did chilaren who did not receive the books. Follow-up on the children's progress
in kindergarten showed that the children receiving the Little Books were better at approximating.the
text with a written-language-like story for both familiar and new Little Books and that they were able
to identify significantly more letter sounds than the control group. Parents whose children received
Little Books also gave a higher assessment of their child's interest in literacy activities at the end of
kindergarten.

While the positive impact of the Little Books was fairly dramatic, especially the finding that these
materials used in shared reading at school appeared to generalize the acquisition of letter-sound
knowledge, a serious limitation of the study was that the number of children in the kindergarten follow-
up was quite small. Thus, a large-scale demonstration was needed to substantiate these findings.

While much research has appeared regarding the kinds of early reading skills many children bring to
kindergarten and first grade (e.g., Mason, 1989; Tea le & Sulzby, 1986), little systematic research has
examined ways to break cycles of school failure. Encouraging suggestions, however, appear in a book
edited by Allen and Mason (1989). Common 41emes throughout the book include helping preschool
teachers to become familiar with the tenets of emergent literacy, to use a wide array of reading and
writing activities, and to become aware of the mappings of spoken language to written language.
Building on those themes, then, our question is whether a Little Books Program, which allows children
to attend to print, discuss story themes, and recite the printed texts, provides a unique opportunity for
emergent literacy progress.

Method

Research Setting: The Early Start Program

The Early Start program is a developmental program aimed at individualizing instruction and
socialization for 4-year-old children deemed at risk for school failure in the state of Illinois. The
program uses several screening measures for entry. One measure, the Chicago EARLY Assessment
(Early Assessment and Remediation Laboratory, 1984) is a test of visual and auditory discrimination,
fine and gross motor development, and over,...i language abilities. This formal screening measure is used
in combination with family and social factors acquired from home visits and interviews. Should a child
score below a prespecified score on any of the subtests or come from a family setting in which it is felt
directed school activities would be beneficial to the child, the child can be enrolled in the program free
of charge.

The research was carricd out in two Early Start schools that were located in a mid-sized urban setting.
A teacher, full-time aide, and half-time helper worked together in each classroom. The half-day
program of instruction inckded whole class time, free time, small group time, snack, and recess. The
teachers were committed to enhancing overall language and concept development during whole class
time when they read trade books to the childi en, did calendar work, shared current events, and engaged
the children in music and body movement. During free choice time, which the teachers called
"Discovery Time," children chose from centers around the room, principally, blocks, writing, fine motor
(which included puzzles and game manipulatives), science, dramatic play, library corner, art area, a sand
table (which was often converted to other textures such as water, corn, and colored rice), and quiet or
private space. The children participated in a number of these areas during each day, and informally
interacted with each other and adults while doing so. During small gxoup work, the children NNere
grouped according to similar needs or strengths and participated in teacher-directed activities.
Throughout the day, the children received individualized attention in whatever activity they were
participating.
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In addition, the program was set up to involve parents in their children's education. The school held
conferences three times a year during which progress evaluations were discussed with parents. The
teachers conducted home visits and had "Parent/Child Days" in school when only children accempanied
by a parent could come to school. They also provided parent wo:kshops on parenting and school issues.

Participants

There were seven teachers and aides and three teacher helpers involved in the study. Each teacher
taught two classes of children, except for the head teacher who taught one class in the afternoon and
whose aide served as the teacher in that classroom durintz the morning. Each class had no more thar
21 students and in all, 240 children from 12 classes participated in the study. Complete data were
available for 232 children, and all analyses are based on that smaller number. All of the children were
identified as at risk for school failure. The majority were from low socioeconomic status families, and
an approximately equal number represented white and black cultural groups. Boys slightly outnumbered
girls. There were 52 girls and 63 boys in the treatment group and 57 girls and 60 boys in the control
group. Fewer thAn 10 children spoke a language other than English at home.

Materials

The Little Books (McCormick & Mason, 1989b) are books designed for promoting beginning literacy
development. The books consist of six te nine pages with .ale simple line drawing per page and words
or phrases that closely match each illustration. The books are stories, as defined by Prince (1973), in
which an event culminates or changes or the initial theme finishes with an enjoyable twist. For example,
the Little Book story Snowman depicts the building of a snowman. Each page adds a feature to the
illustration until the snowman is completed. The pages read, "One big snowball. Two big snowballs.
Eyes and nose. Great big smile. Hello Frosty!" The books are written about familiar topics for young
ch;ldren and feature high-frequency content words. These characteristia combine to make the bookc
simple, predictable means for engaging young children in discussions that emphasize meaning and print
awareness and acquisition of new knowledge about written language features. It is important to
emphasize that the LittiL Books were deN,eloped to complement, rather than to replace language and
literacy activities or trade book reading. The Little Books highlight print and i7caning at a level where
young children can begia to make connections between the spoken and writ,ui word by developing
independence ia print awareness and the act of reading.

Procedures

In May of the preceding school year, the Little Books were introduced to school personnel ..nd

procedures for their use discussed. In September, another workshop for teachers was held and follow-
up visits were made with each teacher when she began using the Little Books to insure fidelity to the
treatment. Background data on families were collected through a September home visit by the teacher.

The 12 classes were rardomly assigned to either the treatment or control conditions, and to control for
teacher effects, each teacher taught one class including the Little Books as a small group actiNity and
one class without using them. Teache:s maintained an otherwis identical program by adding Little
Book activities to small group sessions and by shorteniag the tim for each activity.

The intervention began in mid September, and continued throughout the year for all weas longer than
3 days, with a book per week shared, resulting in 28 books being read and discussed. On Mondays, the
teacher introduced the book with her enlarged copy to small groups of students. Sh:: showed the cover,
requested predictions or discussed the illustration and title, and then read it aloud to the group. The
children were encouraged to join in the reading when they felt comfortable. After one or two readings
to the group, the teacher encouraged the children to read it with her, first as a group, and then
individually. Sometimes children took turns reading each page; other times, they were encouraged to

7
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read the whole book "by themselves" or in subgroups (e.g., the boys read to the girls or vice versa).
Mistakcs were gradually corrected through rcrcadings and by teacher directing children to the words,
such as pointing while reading. Harsh, iminediate corrcctions were avoided, especially when the
meaning used by a child was the samc as that conveyed by the text.

On Wednesday, the books were reintroduced and rcrcad with small groups. During these sessions,
discussion of thc book topic and individual reading attempts wcre madc by the children. On Fridays,
books were read as a group and thc teachers designed book-related followup activities. Somc of these
activities were print-related, such as writing a class story similar to that of thc Little Book, while others
were text- but not print-related, such as making a class snowman mural to hang in the hallway whcn the
book was about building a snowman. At the end of the wcck, each child in the Little Book classes
received an individual copy of the book to take homc and sharc with family members. This extensive
practice with each book was a critical feature tzo. the prpgram.

All children were individually assessed on two measures. Thc Test of Eally Language Development
(TELD) (Hresko, Reid, & Hammill, 1981) and an emergeLt literacy criterion measure, drawing on thc
Beginning Educational Assessment (BEA) (Mason & Stewart, 1990), whith assessed print concept
development, letter knowledge development, and rea ling and writing development. Thc FELD was
chosen to measure overall language development and consists of measuring form and content of
language in both expressive and receptive modes. The emc rgent literacy measure was developed t.)
pinpoint changes in letter, word, and book concepts. Readir.g and writing development subtests were
added to the emergent literacy measure for the spring testiig. Tests wt.re given in September or
October, and readministered in April.

After thc Little Books program was initiated monthly observations of all classes were held to account
for literacy activities other than those surrounding the Little Books as well as to account for how the
Little Books were being used. A -,econd parent questionnaire was collected in the spring to acquire
information on hone literacy including children's interest in reading and writing. The Little Books
program ended in the middle of May at the end of the preschool program for that year.

Results

The First question we asked was how chirdren progressed in literacy development over thc course of the
year. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics over the year for the till cc dependent measures that
were given at the beginning and end of thc school year for the treatment and control groups combined.
At the beginning of the ycar, all groups were comparable and over the year substantial growth occurred
for overall language development (TELD), print concepts, and letter knowledge. Writing and reading
abilities, measured in the spring, showed that thc children were also emerging as readers and writers.

[Insert Table 1 about here.]

Tht principal question was. however, whether thc treatment influenced emergent literacy development.
End of year mcans for language ability, print concept kaowledge, and letter knowledge indicated that
children in the treatment classrooms had significantly higher posttest scores over control classrooms on
letter naming, F(I,224) = 13.70,p < .01. There were insignificant group differences in print concepts
and no differences in language abilities as measured by thc TELD.

To test for treatment effects it is also important to consider the variables as a group of factors because
literacy concepts cannot be completely isolated from each other. They interact and influence each other
in as yet unknown ways. Before calculating a multivariatc analysis of variance, the variables were first
correlated to uncover and remove overlapping constructs. Thc correlations presented in Table 2 show
that the sti ongest correlations existed for pretest and posttest versions of the same test. Across measure

5
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correlations were within the low to moderate range, indicating that the constructs bcing measured were
fa:fly distinct and could be included in a multivariate model.

[Insert Table 2 about here.]

A multivariatc nalysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to compare students on a sct of dependent
variables: language ability, priut concepts, letter knowledge, writing, and reading. Aftcr several
iterations, the bcst fitting model used the following set of independent variables: children's pretest
language and literacy knowledge, interes* in literacy (based on beginning-of-yea.- home interviews),
problems duriog test-taking (such as children refusing to answer orally), gender and intervention
condition (Little Book treatment or no). This model was significznt with Wilkes' Lar:bda Multivariatc
F(40,961) = 38.08, p < .001. Mo.cover, the independent variables as a set contributed to significant
effects for cach of the language and literacy concepts measured. Multivariatc F (8,224) tests wcrc
significant beyond the .001 level for letter knowledge = 71.87, language ability = 481.49, print concepts
= 457.02, writing = 352.30, and reading = 137.17.

For each of the significant dependent variables, contributions of specific independent variables were
determined through univariatc analyses of variance (Table 3). A complex pattern emerged. There were
strong pretest influences on each of the posttests. Treatment affected letter knowledge. Letter
knowledge influenced print concepts, posttest letter knowledge, and writing. Thus, extensive and intense
exposure to Little Books affected beginning print awareness, which over the course of the year
influenced literacy development. These results supported the hypothesis that the Little Books arc
effective in promoting caily literacy development.

Furthermore, testing problems at the beginning of the school year had a deleterious effect for those
concepts measured using oral responses. That is, those children who refused a the pretest to answer
orally performed poorly on postte .t language and reading measures. Also, there were gender effects
for letter knowledge and writing, with girls doing better in those areas than boys.

Not surprisingly, a child's interest in reading and writing at home influenced literacy concepts but not
overall language concepts. A child who engaged in reading and writing play at home did better on
recognizing and naming letters, handling books, and writing. Of course, it is impossible to determine
if interest promoted ability or ability promoted interest, but a relationship between the two was found.

[Insert Table 3 about here.)

Conclusions

These results demonstrate that an informal shared book reading with Little Books will enhance certain
aspects of eLly literacy development for at-risk preschool children. The Little Books intervention
contributed to letter naming knowledge, which for young children has a significant relationship with
subsequent reading progress (Ehri, 1984; Mason, 1980; Walsh, Price, & Gillingham, 1988). The fact that
the Little Books intervention contriLuted to thc critical early reading skill of letter naming indicated that
the majority of these preschool children were at the initial level of reading. The children were context-
bound and using the memages within the context of the books to gain access to the individual letters
(Mason, 1980). Thus, the Little Books were helping children to build foundations for more conventional
literacy abilities. The fact that letter knowledge can be enhanced through sharing the Little Books,
especially when few, if any, direct attempts were made to teach letter knowledge, supports the hypothesis
of levels of development and the role of context-supported reading as one of the earliest forms of print
awarenm, (Mason, 1980). The Little Books program helps to develop beginning print awareness in a
meaningful, supportive context. The simplicity of the books makes it possible for the children to connect
informall,/ the graphic symbols and letter names.
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The Little BookF provide an important, perhaps essential, balance in a preschool literacy program. They
balance the importance of the print and the story. F:,..w trade books offer this balance because their rich
story lines and long texts, while fostering language 'rid listening comprehension, arc not intended to
make print concepts accessible. Smolkin, Conlon, and Yaden (1988) have bcgun to look at the learning
that occurs from print-salient books, and foul 3 that when print is separated from the text, such as in
dialogue bubbles, it is more readily noticed by young children.

In summary, simple books can foster invaluable connections between print and story with a brief and
familiar story line to supply a meaningful context, the presence of only a few words on each page, and
strong picture support on each page. Children can easily 'nrn to read the text and to use the repeated
phrases arhi illustrations to remember the text on subsequent readings. The materials guide young
children through that brief but essential period when letter name and basic print conccpts arc acquired.
This research indicates that context-supported reading, which draws on supportive and informal use of
sinvle-to-read books, can provkie an effective supplement for Head Start or othcr good language-
focused preschool programs for at-ri-k children.

4
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Table 1 1

Beginning- and End-of-Year Descriptive Statistics for Treatment and Control Groups
Combined on Language and Literacy Concepts

Mcan S.D.
Maximum
Possible

Mean
Proportion

Scores

s Languagc
Ability

Pretest 10.70 5.66 38 .28
Posttcst 18.17 5.59 38 .48

Print Conccpts
Pretest 7.84 3.41 20 .39
Posttest 11.59 335 20 .58

Letter
Knowledge

Prctcst 5.07 12.16 66 .08
Posttcst 25.45 21.37 66 .39

Writing posttcst 2.54 .83 7 .36

Reading posttest 1.84 .87 4 .46

Note. N = 232

t
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Table 2

Pearson Correlation Matrix of Language and Literacy Concepts

Measures

Language
Ability
Pretest

Language
Ability
Posttest

Print
Concepts
Pretest

Print
Concepts
Posttest

Letter
Knowledge

Pretest

Letter
Knowledge

Posttest Writing

Language
Ability
Posttest .53 1.00

Print
Concepts

Pretest .47 .42 1.00
Posttest .34 .47 .36 1.00

Letter
Knowledge

Pretest .19 07 .15 .28 1.00
Posttest .24 .17 .14 .37 .45 1.(()

Writing .33 .22 .26 .30 .29 .36 1.00

Reading .11 .20 .09 .13 .14 .10 .18

1 6
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Table 3

Univariate F Tests with F(1,224) for Language and Literacy Concepts following
MANOVA

Measure

Language
Ability

Posttest

Print
Concepts
Posttest

Lqter
Knowledge

Posttest Writ:ng Reading

Treatment .27 1.03 13.70** .29 .01

Letter
Knowledge
Pretest 1.27 8 94** 48.14** 13.42** 2.39

Language
Ability
Pretest 33.57** 4.80* 4.28* 7.12** .01

Child
Interest 3.05 8.397** 4.29* 4.33* 3.24

Gender 1.70 2.11 9.31** 9.37** .65

Print
Concepts
Pretest 8.52** 8.73** .30 .70 .03

Test:ng
Problem 9.83** .33 1.07 1.72 5.29*

Censtant 20.37** 29.66** .91 48.80** 20.00**

*p < .05

**p < .01

! 7



Appendix 16

END

U.S. Dept. of Education

Office of Education
Research and

Improvement (OERI)

ERIC

Date Filmed

March 29, 1991


